From Lori Belilove, Artistic Director:

Hello! So far from home, yet so many things familiar. As I reflect on my week in Beijing, I recall students and teachers who were very receptive to the ideas of Duncan dance, from the joy to the profound depth. My classes were focused on dancers who are training to be teachers at Beijing Normal University, the number one university in China for dance education. I also taught adult workshops and children's class at the Dance to Educate Center, directed by my host Huang Xin. Finally I gave lectures on Duncan with the famous Ou Jian-Ping, professor, dance critic, and author, at Beijing Dance Academy and Chinese National Academy for Arts. Students loved watching my videos, as Youtube and Google are not easily accessible in China...nor is Facebook!

One dancer wrote to me: "...an honor to be part of your class, Lori. You were like the very first sunlight that spread out all over my body...so warm, and injecting great energy to everyone around you." No wonder, when the week finished, I am tired! In the most gracious manner, my host Huang Xin and her husband took me to local restaurants and tourist attractions, and even a massage parlor!

Read an article in the Chinese press about my residency [HERE](https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1121224167021&format=html&print=true)!
I am now in Athens, Greece, where I am presenting a workshop entitled "How Isadora Duncan's Study of Ancient Greek Art, Mythology, and Philosophy Informed Her Work", as part of the Society of Dance History Scholars and the Congress on Research in Dance's joint conference "Athens is Dancing".

I look forward to seeing you at performances and in classes when I return to New York City.
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Thank you,
Lori Belilove, Artistic Director
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